USER MANUAL

FEATURES

1. Wireless operating distance of 180 meters in an open area. (Walls and other objects may interfere with signal transmission and decrease operating distance. Always test desired operating distance before using.)
2. 45 (36 melody and 9 alarm) sounds for selection.
3. 5 level selectable volume control.
4. The receiver has three signal options, including blue and red LED light signal for users with limited hearing:
   a) Light only
   b) Light and Sound
   c) Sound only
5. The transmitters have different LED light indicators when activated and is water resistant. The blue button transmitter will activate 36 melody sounds and the red button transmitter will activate 9 emergency sounds.
6. LED light on receiver or transmitter will flash when the battery is low.
7. Power: 3 x AAA batteries (not included) for receiver and 1 x CR2032 battery (included) for transmitter.

INSTALLING THE TRANSMITTERS

1. As left picture shown, use a Phillips screwdriver to open the back of the transmitter.
   Remove the insulation sheet (or insert 1 x CR2032 battery with the correct polarity position).

2. Test by pressing the transmitter button and the LED light indicator will light if it is installed successfully.
   And then close the back of the transmitter (as right picture shown).

3. The transmitter has a cord to be worn as a pendant or can be left by the bedside, etc.

RECEIVER INSTRUCTIONS

1. INSTALL THE BATTERIES – Remove the battery cover and install 3 x AAA batteries. Take care to note the correct polarity position (+/-).
2. SET THE ID CODES – Press SIGNAL button for six seconds into the ID receiving mode after the power is on, the red and blue LED light indicators will be on at the same time, this will auto off after two minutes. While in the ID receiving mode, press each transmitter button and the receiver blue or red light will flash after successfully receiving the code.
3. LIGHT & SOUND OPTIONS – The receiver has three signal options.
   a). LIGHT – The blue or red light will flash when the transmitter is pressed.
   b). LIGHT/SOUND – The sounds will play when the transmitter is pressed and the corresponding blue or red light will flash.
   c). SOUND – The sounds will play when the transmitter is pressed.

4. CHOOSE THE SOUNDS – Press MELODY key to choose the melody you prefer (36 melodies are available for selection); Press SOUNDS button to choose the sounds you prefer (9 emergency sounds are available for selection). In the selection process, press SIGNAL button to stop the sounds.
5. VOLUME – Press VOLUME 1 button to adjust the volume of the alarm sounds; To adjust the melody sounds please press VOLUME 2 button. In the adjustment process, press SIGNAL button to stop the sounds.
6. MELODY/ALARM SOUNDS CANCEL – Press SOUNDS or MELODY or VOLUME 1 or VOLUME 2 or SIGNAL button to stop it when the sounds is activated.
7. INTERFERENCE – If the unit is causing interference with a nearby electrical equipment, press MELODY and VOLUME 2 at the same time and hold them for 6 seconds, the receiver makes a Beep-Beep sound after clearing the ID code successfully, then please press the SIGNAL button for 6 seconds to re-set a new ID code. (Follow the SET THE ID CODES instructions.)

REMARDS:
① The current ID code, melody/alarm and volume will remain unchanged even if the product runs out of batteries or without batteries.
② Clear the ID code:
   A. When the battery power of receiver is sufficient, press MELODY and VOLUME 2 at the same time for six seconds, the receiver sounds “BIBI” and blue and red LED light will flash after successfully clearing the ID code.
   B. When the receiver battery runs low and causes the abnormal sound, press SIGNAL button, the receiver sounds “BIBI” after successfully clearing the ID code.

LOW BATTERY INDICATION

Receiver: The blue and red LED light indicator of the receiver will flash at the same time when the battery is low, please replace the batteries accordingly.
Transmitter: The LED light indicator on the transmitter will flash when the battery is low, please replace the batteries accordingly.

BATTERY CAUTION

Use only designated battery type, do not use re-chargeable batteries.
Do not mix battery types, do not mix old and new batteries.
Read instructions carefully and install batteries correctly observing the polarity (+ -) sign to avoid leakage.
Remove batteries from the product when it will not be used for an extended period of time to avoid leakage.
Do not short out battery contacts.
Do not dispose of batteries in fire.